The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2586
Anyone can be strong, but Levi Garrison alone can’t! ! !

At this moment, Mr. X and their moods are extremely complicated…

Hope this is fake!

It was not Levi Garrison who rushed out!

But Levi Garrison rushed out…

There was a lot of noise in the crowd, and there was great movement.
Chen Kong also saw an arrow-like figure burst out in the distance! ! !

He was also excited…

Could it be that the dark god is coming?
But he glanced away.

The energy fluctuation of Levi Garrison’s body was too weak, and there was no aura at all.

Except that the speed is slightly faster.

There are no other highlights.

Where is the Dark God?

But he smiled.

Someone finally dared to stand up and challenge him.

Even knowing that he is so powerful.

“Well, then I will treat you as an opponent!”

Chen Kong takes it seriously.

The suction power is turned on, and the rushing Levi Garrison must be sucked dry.

“boom!”

Soon, Levi Garrison came with a fist and bombarded with a dull sound.

This punch can only be said to be unpretentious!

Especially in Chen Kong’s eyes!

Weak too weak!

It is also very weak in the eyes of other people!

Everyone could see that Levi Garrison was a punch with all his strength!

He had been brewing this punch from the beginning.

You must know that his initial position was tens of thousands of meters away from Chen Kong…

He prepared a distance of tens of thousands of meters…

Just hit his ultimate punch!

But this punch is too weak and too weak for everyone…

There is no momentum at all, the strength is average, and the speed is slightly better.

There is no such thing as earth-shattering…

At most, you can fight against the strong ones on the quasi god list…

Chen Kong, who can be used to deal with the world’s invincible, is simply joking!

Everyone is watching a joke!

How did you hit Chen Kong with such a soft punch?

Zoey Lopez who wakes up are all anxious.

Levi Garrison’s fist was unremarkable, and he even struggled to deal with them. Are you sure he can kill
Chen Kong?

But it is too late to stop.

Looked at the banging punch.

Chen Kong suddenly grabbed Levi Garrison’s fist, extremely relaxed!

“I just heard other people say that your name is Levi Garrison, right? I remember you, you are the first
to challenge me!”

Chen Kong sneered.

In his opinion, the speed of this punch is almost like a snail crawling…

Ants not worth mentioning!

The power of this punch…well…this power…

What?

This power?

This this this…

This punch…

“boom!!!”

At this moment, Chen Kong’s face changed drastically, and his face was full of shock and consternation.

Eyeballs are going to stick out…

Only after real contact do you know the power of this punch…

The moment I grabbed Levi Garrison’s fist…

Chen Kong felt the terrifying energy converge a little burst, about to penetrate into his body…

This terrible power is dozens of times stronger than the crystal he has absorbed!

But he couldn’t breathe after only a quarter of it…

